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Rollaway
Professional turf protection for light to medium loads

Applications

Rollaway is a grass protection system designed for 

light to medium loads. It is primarily intended to  

protect sensitive grass surfaces found in locations 

such as football stadiums, parks and gardens, or 

equestrian arenas.

Features 

Equipped with small holes and a slat profile,  

Rollaway ensures even distribution of weight while 

allowing sufficient water and oxygen to reach the 

covered grass. The grass protection is suitable for car 

parking and can withstand heavy cases, as well as 

small stages or stands. Depending on weather  

conditions, the grass can remain covered for several 

days without damage. The roll material is supplied 

with longitudinal connectors as standard, allowing 

the sections to be connected along the length and 

serving as expansion joints.

Optional Extras

Our knowledgeable supervisors oversee the  

installation on-site. Upon request, we also offer full 

service and take care of all tasks including delivery, 

installation, and dismantling.

Material: 

Dimensions
(l × w):

Weight:

Color:

Additional 
Information:

Transport:

High-density polyethylene

Per sheet: 12.00 × 2.40 m  

(39.37 × 7.87 ft)

12.80 kg/m² (2.82 lbs per ft2)

White

Non-slip and weather-resistant

Approx. 1,500 m² (16,145.87 ft²)  

per 13.60 m trailer

www.eps.net
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01 By simply unrolling Rollaway, a safe event surface 

is created, protecting sensitive green areas | 02 The turf 

protection prepares audience areas for large crowds, 

as seen here before an R.E.M. concert at Oslo‘s Ullevaal 

Stadium | 03 Rollaway provides a solid foundation for 

the front-of-house (FOH) or other structures | 04 The 

individual sections feature a slat profile, as seen here 

during work at the Deutsche Bank Park in Frankfurt am 

Main, Germany
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WHEREVER 
YOU GO, WE 
ARE THERE …


